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The electromagnetic pulse (EMP) which accompanies the explosion of

a nuclee.r weapon occurs due to the interaction of the weapon's gamma rays

with the earth's atmosphere. A gamma ray collides with an atom of the

atmosphere and is scattered, sharing part of its energy with an atonic

electron which escapes from the atom. This scattering interaction is

called the Compton Effect, named for its discoverer, the American physicist

A. H. Compton. The scattered gamma ray goes on to other atomic collisions

until all of its energy has teen transferred to electrons. If the weapon

detonation occurs at such a high altitude as to toe above the bulk of the

earth's atmosphere (say, in excess of 25 miles due to the encounter between

an incoming missile and an ABM), only the downward directed gamma rays

ultimately undergo Compton scattering. Hence, it is only below the burst

that significant currents of scattered electrons are produced, and the

distribution of electrons about the burst point is thus assymetrical.

The electrons travel outward more or less radially from the burst and are

accelerated along helical paths by the earth's magnetic lines of force.

It is a principle of physics that assymetric distributions of accelerated

electrons radiate electromagnetic energy and this accounts for the electro-

magnetic pulse. The EMP can also be produced by nuclear detonations near

the earth's surface, but in this case its effects will generally be

obscured by those caused by overpressure. gj/Jj rj .^^
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Electromagnetic energy cones in a variety of forms among which may

be found radio waves, microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultraviolet,

x-rays, and gamma rays, but of these the EMP is most akin to radio waves.

However, unlike the waves broadcast by a radio station, it is not a con-

tinuous phenomenon but delivers its signal as a pulse. The pulse rises

to its maximum value of eiectric field strength of 50 kv/m in a time of

10 billionths of a second and has decayed to near zero in 100 millionths

of a second. While a given radio transmitter broadcasts on a single

frequency, the EMP contains a number of frequencies ranging from the

kilocycle bands up to tens of megacycles. The EMP thus can be picked up

by electrical apparatus which is sensitive to these frequencies. It is,

however, not an extremely strong signal; for example, the EMP energy inter-

cepted by a square yard of the earth's surface would be only about one

calorie. This is not enough energy to boil a teaspoonful of water.

Nevertheless,, if the electrical equipment is connected by long cables or

interconnected to form large loops, the EMP can be concentrated in the

wires so as to deliver a large pulse of current to the equipment.

The EMP has been known to exist ever since the Trinity Nuclear Test

in July 19^5 near Alamagordo, New Mexico. However, during the early phases

of atmospheric testing, it was regarded as a nuisance rather than as having

an important effect on electrical equipment. Even though physical damage

to electrical equipment was observed, more experience was required for EMP

to be regarded as a possible threat to military or civilian systems.
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The EMP may be compared to lightning with which it shares the

characteristic of being a pulse. Lightning is a local phenomenon pro-

ducing effects on conductors in the region near the cloud from which

the lightning bolt emanates. On the other hand, aay point of the earth's

surface which is along a line of sight with the center of a nuclear burst

can be affected by EMP. Electric currents can be induced in conductors

anywhere •within this region. Unlike lightning, which is not a terrible

nuisance to the electric power system because its effects are localized,

the EMP could cause effects which are very widespread. The result of a

number of breakers tripping because cf EMP might be likened to the

Northeast power blackout of 196$. In comparison with lightning, the

current delivered by EMP is somewhat less although it rises to its peak

value much faster and lasts for a shorter time. Whether the presently

installed lightning protection equipment can react to such a pulse is a

question .fcich we are presently trying to answer. From our preliminary

result?, it seems that the EMP voltage surges are small enough that they

have no appreciable effect on a power transmission system. This is

because power transmission systems are designed to operate at high voltages

and have high basic insulation levels so that they have some likelihood

cf withstanding the large amplitude voltage impulses expected from EMP.

We are thus concentrating our efforts on the distribution systems which

are designed to operate at voltages below those which can be expected to

be generated by EMP.

The end product of our work will be a list of countermeasures which

may be followed to minimize the effect of EMP on the electric power system.



The following is a tentative list of these countermeasure which,

subject to more detailed analysis, should be helpful:

1. Metal shielding - block entry of EMP into enclosures.

2» Surge Arrestors and Filters - block voltage surges picked

up on wires from reaching sensitive components.

3. Good Wiring Design - minimize the amount of EMP energy

coupled into circuits.

k. Choice of Components - eliminate most sensitive components

where practical. (Unfortunately, the most sensitive electronic

components are usually the solid state devices.)

5. Operating Procedure and System Design - minimize the impact

of component failure on system operation, e.g., provide

vacuum tube duplication for normal equipment relying on

solid state electronics.

Is terms of good wiring practice, it is implied that the entrance of

all conductors including water pipes to a building which is to be hardened

to the effects of EMP should be at a single point. This is to prevent the

Inadvertent construction of conducting loops in which large currents may be

induced by the EMP magnetic fields. A thin sheet >t continuous conductor

on the outside of, or embedded in, the walls of tie building and firmly

connected to ground helps to prevent the entry of EMP other than through

conductors penetrating the walls.


